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We observed a sweep rate dependence of the quantum capacitance in a single Cooper-Pair box used

as the readout of a Quantum Capacitance Detector. A model was developed that fits the data over

five orders of magnitude in sweep rate and optical signal power and provides a natural calibration of

the absorbed power. We are thereby able to measure the noise equivalent power of the detector as a

function of absorbed power. We find that it is shot-noise-limited in detecting 1.5THz photons with

absorbed power ranging from 1 � 10�22 W to 1 � 10�17 W.VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4817585]

A number of approaches for photodetection of sub-mm

and far-infrared radiation are being pursued for ground and

space based applications.1–6 For cooled space based tele-

scopes, requiring photon noise limited detection, the required

Noise Equivalent Powers (NEP) are extremely low. As an

example, for a background load of 10�19W, the required NEP

is of the order of 1 � 10�20W/Hz1/2 for 1.5 THz radiation.7

No detector to date has demonstrated an NEP lower than

0.8� 10�19W/Hz1/2.8–10 A detector based on semiconductor

quantum dots has been reported to detect individual photons,

but information on photon flux is not available to determine

the actual NEP.11 We have been developing a concept,

the Quantum Capacitance Detector (QCD),12–15 and in

the work described here we demonstrated an NEP of

1.2� 10�20W/Hz1/2 at 1.15� 10�19W and photon noise lim-

ited performance from 10�22W through 10�17W. As part of

the characterization process, we have developed a detailed

balance model of the quasiparticle population in the readout

device, the Single Cooper-pair Box (SCB).16 This model pro-

vided an insight on the mechanism for the so-called quasi-par-

ticle poisoning, a persistent problem in the development of

quantum bits based on SCBs and other implementations, ren-

dering this work relevant for research in quantum

computation.17–21 The QCD is based on the SCB,16 a super-

conducting mesoscopic circuit consisting of a superconduct-

ing island connected to a lead electrode (or reservoir) via a

small (100� 100 nm typically) tunnel junction, as shown in

Fig. 1. Radiation is coupled to the reservoir via the antenna.

When a photon is absorbed in the reservoir, Cooper-pairs are

broken, and quasiparticles are created above the supercon-

ducting gap edge and trapped inside the reservoir by the

higher gap niobium plugs. Quasiparticles can then tunnel to

the island, thereby changing the capacitance of the device by

CQ, which in turn changes the resonance frequency of the

half-wave resonator. This frequency change is sensed by a

change in the phase of the microwave passing through the

feedline. The island can be biased via a gate capacitor. The

capacitance of the island consists of a periodic set of peaks of

height CQ ¼ ð4EC=EJÞðC2
g=CRÞ above a constant level Cgeom

determined by the dimensions of the junction. Here, CR is the

sum of the junction and gate capacitance, Cg is the gate capac-

itance, EC is the charging energy e2/2CR, and EJ the tunnel

junction Josephson energy. The peaks arise due to the quan-

tized nature of the Cooper pair charges and are called the

quantum capacitance.17 When biased at a voltage correspond-

ing to a peak (CgVg¼ 1e, 3e…), assuming a quasiparticle tun-

nels to the island, the capacitance will drop from CQþCgeom

to Cgeom. To transform the SCB into a detector, the reservoir

is connected to an antenna, which couples radiation in to

break Cooper pairs, generating a population Nqp of quasipar-

ticles in the reservoir, which is a function of the optical signal

power coupled to the reservoir. This establishes a tunneling

rate Cin onto the island proportional to Nqp, while quasipar-

ticles can tunnel out of the island with a rate Cout, which is

approximately independent of Nqp. The probability of occupa-

tion of the island by one quasiparticle is given by

PoddðNqpÞ ¼ Cin=ðCin þ CoutÞ. The average value of the ca-

pacitance peak will then be given by Cpeak ¼ Cgeom þ CQ

ð1� PoddÞ and is a function of the optical signal power. In

order to read out the capacitance, the island is coupled to a

half wave resonator. A capacitance change on the island will

cause a resonance frequency shift in the resonator. The reso-

nator is coupled on the opposite end to a microwave feedline,

and the transmitted power through the feedline is measured

using a conventional in-phase–quadrature (IQ) mixer after

amplification by a cold (4.2K) low noise amplifier followed

by room temperature amplifiers.

The sample used in this work consisted of a 5� 5 array

of detectors and is shown in Fig. 1. The resonators for each

pixel had a slightly different resonant frequency and were

all connected to a single feedline, allowing for simple fre-

quency multiplexing. The audio frequency bias was applied

also through the microwave feedline. This eliminated an
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additional gate electrode that would increase Cgeom. A gold

double dipole antenna is used to couple radiation to an alu-

minum absorber flanked by niobium plugs used to trap the

quasiparticles in the reservoir. In Fig. 1, the island is the ver-

tical line connecting the reservoir to a gate capacitor which

couples the device to the open and of the half wave resona-

tor. Terahertz photons are focused onto the detectors by an

array of Fresnel lenses glued to the back of the detector wa-

fer. The Fresnel lenses dimensions are optimized for 1.5 THz

radiation. The devices are cooled in a dilution refrigerator,

and most measurements were performed at 90mK. The opti-

mal temperature for operation, which depends on several de-

vice parameters, is discussed elsewhere.12 To reduce stray

radiation coming from the warmer parts of the dilution re-

frigerator, the still shield housing the detector, a cylindrical

baffle at the base of the interior of the still shield, and a

matching baffle mounted directly to the detector housing

(which is thermally connected to the mixing chamber) are

painted with black epoxy loaded with lamp black carbon

powder. Optical illumination is provided by a blackbody

source placed outside the still shield but inside the inner vac-

uum can, in weak thermal contact with the liquid helium

bath. The black body source temperature can be varied from

4.2 to 40K. Black body radiation entered the still shield

through a 500 lm aperture, a mesh filter with a 10% band

pass around 1.5 THz, and a Zytex filter to cut down short

wavelength radiation. The optical signal reaching the detec-

tor was calculated from the single mode radiation from a

black body source using PS ¼
Ð1
0

Tð�Þh�=expðh�=kBTÞ � 1,

since the detector antenna is sensitive to a single mode. The

factor T(�) incorporates the measured transmission through

the filters and the calculated propagation of the beam through

the lens on to the detector, including a calculation of the

fraction of the antenna beam pattern filled by the radiation.

We measured the amplitude of the quantum capacitance

peaks as a function of gate voltage for a number of illumina-

tion power levels, and gate voltage sweep rates as shown in

Fig. 2. Published models predict the quantum capacitance is

independent of sweep rate or that it should increase with

increasing sweep rate.22 We find the quantum capacitance

decreases with increasing sweep rates at low levels of

FIG. 1. Top: schematic representation of the Quantum Capacitance Detector.

A gold antenna is connected to an aluminum reservoir via two niobium plugs.

The reservoir is also connected to an aluminum island via a small

(100� 100nm) tunnel junction and to a ground via a small gold wire stem-

ming out of the antenna. The island is biased via a gate capacitor, which is

connected to a half wave resonator. The opposite end of the half wave resona-

tor is capacitively coupled to a microwave feedline. Bottom: four QCD pixels.

One element of the Fresnel lens array is shown superimposed on one of the

pixels as illustration. The lens array is glued to the back of the detectors which

are back side illuminated. A meandering coplanar waveguide (CPW) feedline

is capacitively coupled to each CPW half wave resonator (the spiral struc-

tures). The double dipole antennas at the opposite end of the resonators are

shown in the detail, along with the aluminum reservoir, niobium plugs, gate

capacitor and the single Cooper pair box (the long vertical line).

FIG. 2. Sweep rate dependence of optical response. Amplitude of quantum

capacitance signal peaks as a function of optical signal power for various

gate sweep rates. The dots are experimental values, and solid lines are the

fits using the detailed balance model. Since the response is a single valued

function of the number of quasiparticles in the reservoir Nqp, by taking a

response value at high sweep rates and low signal power and comparing

with the same level of response for low sweep rate and high optical signal

power, it follows that Ps¼CGD/g. This provides a calibration of the optical

signal power absorbed in the reservoir.
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illumination, indicating a higher average number of quasi-

particles in the reservoir for higher sweep rates.

To understand this behavior, we developed a simple

model depicted schematically in Fig. 3. The energy level of

a quasiparticle on the island with respect to the reservoir is

represented by their relative position in the figure (DE). At

the so-called degeneracy point, the bias voltage at which the

quantum capacitance is at a maximum, the energy level of a

quasiparticle at the island is lower than at the reservoir, and

tunneling onto the island is favored. The tunneling rate into

the island is proportional to the density of quasiparticles on

the reservoir owing to the dependence of the superconduct-

ing gap on the quasiparticle density,12,19 so we can write

Cin¼KNqp. Quasiparticles can elastically tunnel back on to

the reservoir from the island with an intrinsic tunneling rate

Cout.
12,19 Quasiparticles on the reservoir recombine with a

rate proportional to Nqp(Nqp� 1) since two quasiparticles are

annihilated to create a Cooper Pair and there are Nqp

(Nqp� 1)/2 possible ways of combining Nqp quasiparticles.
23

When the gate voltage is a multiple of 2e/Cg the energy level

of a quasiparticle on the island is lower than the energy at

the reservoir. This will cause the tunneling rate out to be

much higher than the tunneling rate at the degeneracy point,

and for the sake of simplicity, let us assume an infinite tun-

neling rate at this point. The gate voltage will change

between those two points with a rate equal to twice the gate

sweep rate CG. We model the effective tunneling out rate as

Cef f ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

C
2
out þ C

2
G

q

. If the intrinsic tunneling rate is much

larger than the sweep rate, then the effective tunneling rate is

the intrinsic rate. On the other hand, if the intrinsic tunneling

rate is much smaller than the sweep rate, the effective tunnel-

ing rate is equal to the sweep rate. The detailed balance

equation for the number of quasiparticles on the reservoir is

dNqp=dt ¼ gPS=D� RNqpðNqp � 1Þ � CinNqp þ Cef f

¼ gPS=D� ðRþ KÞN2
qp þ RNqp þ Cef f : (1)

Here, PS is the optical signal power, D the superconducting

gap of the reservoir, R the quasiparticle recombination rate

constant and g is the efficiency with which quasiparticles are

created by the absorbed photon (g is calculated to be 0.57 for

aluminum).24 The steady state solution is

Nqp ¼ ðRþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R2 þ 4ðgPS=Dþ Cef f ÞðRþ KÞ
q

=2ðRþ KÞ:
(2)

The measured response, which is proportional to the ampli-

tude of the quantum capacitance peak at the degeneracy

point (Cpeak), will be given by C ¼ ACout=ðCout þ CinÞ
¼ A=ð1þ KNqp=CoutÞ, where A is a constant dependent on

device characteristics and the amplifier chain gain, which we

will treat as a fit parameter. The solid lines in Fig. 4 are fits

using this equation for the various gate voltage frequencies.

This model provides us with a calibration of the signal power

absorbed in the reservoir. Since the response is a single val-

ued function of Nqp, we can take the response at low signal

power and high sweep rate and compare it with the same

FIG. 3. Detailed balance model of the

reservoir quasiparticle population. The

relative position of the reservoir and

island in the figures corresponds to the

quasiparticle energy level at the degen-

eracy point (CgVg¼ e) and at

CgVg¼ 0, 2e. The sources of quasipar-

ticles are Cooper-pair breaking events

by absorbed photons, and the island

tunneling out rate. The quasiparticle

sinks are the recombination rate and

the island tunneling in rate. The tun-

neling out rate will be enhanced at

CgVg¼ 2e. An effective tunneling out

rate is defined as Cef f ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

C
2
out þ C

2
G

q

.
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level of response for high optical signal power and low

sweep rate. Since Nqp has to be the same, we arrive at

ðRþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R2 þ 4CGðRþ KÞ
p

Þ=ð2ðRþ KÞÞ
¼ ðRþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R2 þ 4ðgPS=DÞðRþ KÞ
p

Þ=ð2ðRþ KÞÞ (3)

or gPS=D ¼ CG. We use this relation to calibrate the T(�)
term in the black body power calculation.

We measured the quantum capacitance traces for various

levels of optical illumination as shown in the upper inset of

Fig. 4. We simultaneously use a spectrum analyzer to mea-

sure the response and the noise as a function of the calibrated

signal power. The spectrum analyzer traces are shown in the

inset of Fig. 4 for a few values of optical signal power. The

response is the peak-to-peak amplitude obtained from the

spectrum analyzer traces. We cross check the peak to peak

values obtained from the spectrum analyzer and the quantum

capacitance traces. Fig. 4 shows the raw response (blue

circles) and the result after filtering the data with a Fourier

transform based filter (green solid line). Using the peak-to

peak amplitude as the response and using the measured S(f)

noise averaged over a range away from the signal peak, we

calculated the low frequency noise equivalent power NEP

¼ Sðf Þ=ðdC=dPÞ as a function of optical signal power as

shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, we show the photon shot noise

NEPph ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2h�Ps

p
as a solid green line. The major source of

noise for the QCD is the shot noise of electron tunneling,

given by12 Ssnðf Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2A2ðCinCout=CRÞ=ðC2
R
þ ð2pf Þ2Þ

q

.

Other noise mechanisms such as phase noise associated with

two-level charge fluctuators (TLFs), generation-

recombination noise, and Fano noise are much smaller and

will not be included here.12 The NEP associated with the shot

noise of electron tunneling will be given by

NEPsn ¼ Ssnðf Þ=ðdC=dPÞ. The total expected NEP will then

be NEPtot ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

NEP2
ph þ NEP2

sn

q

and is plotted in Fig. 4 as the

solid red line, showing very good agreement with the experi-

mental data. The error bars were calculated from

dNEP ¼ Sðf Þð@2P=@C2ÞdC, where dC is the standard devia-

tion of the difference between the filtered and the raw

response obtained from the spectrum analyzer traces. The

inset in Fig. 4 shows the measured noise as a function of opti-

cal signal power (blue circles), and the calculated shot noise

of electron tunneling using the values of R (5500Hz), K

(2000Hz), and Cout (1900Hz) obtained from the fits as the

solid line.

The model developed here is also relevant to the devel-

opment of quantum bits based on SCBs. The effective tun-

neling out rate Ceff acts as a source of quasiparticles for the

reservoir, effectively increasing the lifetime of quasiparticles

generated by unidentified noise sources. For a device with

low intrinsic tunneling out rate Cout, gate sweep rate CG and

a noise source delivering a power Pnoise to the reservoir,

there will be a residual number of quasiparticles given by

Nqp ¼ ðRþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R2 þ 4ððgPnoise=DÞ þ CGÞðRþ KÞ
p

Þ=2ðRþ KÞ.
To minimize the residual population, the sweep rate has

to be adjusted to be equal or smaller than the rate of produc-

tion of quasiparticles by the noise source. In summary, we

developed a detailed balance model for the quasiparticle

population in the reservoir of a Single Cooper-pair box act-

ing as the readout of a Quantum Capacitance Detector. This

model provides a way of calibrating the absorbed power in

the reservoir. Using this calibrated power and the measured

signal and noise, we demonstrated photon-noise limited

operation of the detector at 1.5 THz over a power range span-

ning five orders of magnitude. The model also provides

insight on the mechanism of quasiparticle poisoning in

Single Cooper-pair Box based qubits.
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FIG. 4. Top: raw peak-to-peak amplitude (quantum capacitance response)

obtained from the spectrum analyzer traces. The solid line is the raw

response filtered using a Fourier transform based algorithm. Upper inset:

Quantum capacitance traces measured for several optical illuminations using

a sweep rate of 624Hz. Lower inset: raw spectrum analyzer traces for a few

optical loadings. Bottom: noise equivalent power calculated from the filtered

optical response and the measured noise are plotted as the open blue circles.

The photon shot noise of 1.5 THz radiation is plotted as the solid green line.

The red line is the calculated NEP taking into account photon shot noise and

the shot noise of electron tunneling. Inset: measured noise (circles) com-

pared with the shot noise of electron tunneling (solid line).
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